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Generalized Local Cohomology and 
Quasicoherent Sheaves 
J. L. BUESO AND B. TORRECILLAS 
AND 
A. VERSCHOREN* 
Although idempotent kernel functors 161, or equivalently, abstract 
localization theory with respect to hereditary torsion theories [S] or 
Gabriel topologies [3] were originally introduced to generalize traditional 
localization theory to noncommutative rings and modules, they have also 
been applied to sheaf theory. 
Consider an arbitrary ringed space (X, Q,). In [ 121 K. Suominen intro- 
duces cohomology with support in the category of sheaves of &-modules, 
as derived functors of certain idempotent kernel functors f,, associated to 
not-necessarily closed subsets Z of X, thus generalizing some work of 
A. Grothendieck’s [7]. 
On the other hand, in [2] J. P. Cahen considers localization theory in 
the category of quasicoherent sheaves of Q,-modules over a locally 
noetherian scheme X. 
Finally, in [14, 151 F. Van Oystaeyen and one of the authors introduce 
abstract localization theory for presheaves and study the behaviour of 
sheaves in this theory. 
In this note we study the relationship between these points of view and 
settle some problems that remained open in [ 161. In fact, it appears that 
the three theories are essentially equivalent, when restricted to the category 
of quasicoherent sheaves on a locally noetherian scheme. 
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1. SHEAVES 
(1.1) In this section we collect some generalities about sheaves (and 
presheaves) defined over a basis of some topological space X. Actually, we 
assume throughout (X, Q,y) to be a ringed space; i.e., X is a topological 
space and 0,. a sheaf of commutative rings on X. The reader will notice 
that it is, according to the case we consider, sometimes sufficient to assume 
that 0, is only a presheaf or even just defined on a basis for the topology 
on X. In practice, however, X will usually be a scheme or a subset of a 
scheme, so 0, will be a sheaf on X anyway. If X is a subset of a scheme 
Y, say with canonical inclusion i: X + Y, then we endow X with the restric- 
tion Q, 1 X= i ‘Q,, cf. [S, IO]. This coincides with the “usual” restriction, 
when X is open in Y. 
(1.2) If B is a basis for the topology on X, then we denote by f(B) (or 
P(B, Qx), if ambiguity arises), the category of presheaves of Q,-modules 
on B, cf. [S]. If B= Open(X), the set of all open subsets of X, then we just 
write _P(X) and this is the category of presheaves of &-modules on X. 
The categories of sheaves of Q,y-modules s(B) and s(X) are defined 
similarly. In fact, a presheaf E E ,P( B) is a sheaf if and only if 
(1.2.1) for every C’E B, every open covering ( U,; i E I} of U by open 
subsets belonging to B, and every pair of sections .r, tE E( U), it follows 
fromsl U,=tl U,foralli~I, that .s=i; 
(1.2.2) for every U E B, every open covering i U,; in I) of U by open 
subsets belonging to B and any family (s,; in I} of sections s, E E( U,) with 
the property that X, / V= s, 1 V for every 1’~ I/‘, n U, belonging to B, there 
exists a (unique) s E E(U) with .s I U, = S, for all i E I. 
Of course, these conditions just say that for every U and { CT,; in I) as 
before, the following sequence, with obvious maps, is exact: 
O+E(U)+ E(U,)+n n E(V). 
I 1. I I cc,nc/ 
Note also that this reduces to the usual definition of a sheaf, if 
B= Open(X). If a presheaf only satisfies (1.2.1) then we call it sepurated. 
(1.3) The categories S(B) and ,S(X) are linked through the adjoint 
equivalences 
resp. 
ext”: s(B) + ,S(X) 
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defined as follows. The functor resB, which may be defined similarly for 
q(X) and J’(B), sends any (pre)sheaf E to its obvious restriction El B to the 
basis B. 0; the other hand, let U/c X be an arbitrary open subset and U 
an open covering of U by subsets in B, say U = ( U,; i E I), then we define 
H’(U, E) by the exact sequence 
O+H”(U, E)+nE(U,)-n n E(V). 
i ,, LLl’,i>i, 
We then put (L,E)( U) = lim H”(U, E), where the limit is taken over all 
such coverings U, ordered by the usuals “refinement relation”-there is a 
small technical problem here, since the index set, over which the limit is 
taken, is “too big,” but this may be solved rather easily, cf. [4, 91, A 
straightforward verification shows L,E to yield a sheaf on X, and we put 
ext” E= L,E. 
(1.4) Actually, the construction also works, if we only assume E to be a 
presheaf on B. In this case L,E is only separated, in general. However, if 
E E ,P( B) is already separated, then L, E E g(X), indeed. 
We define a functor 
by letting gBE = ress L,L,E and call it the sheqfijkution ,fimctor on B. It 
is easily seen to be left adjoint to the inclusion i,: s(B) -f(B). Clearly, if 
E is separated, then ge E = resB L, E. 
It is also easy to see that any functor T in E(B) uniquely extends to a 
functor T‘ = qR Ti, in ,S( B). Of course, every functor S in ,Y( B) extends to 
a unique functor S” =ext” S res, in s(X). Actually, if S is a subfunctor of 
the identity in ,S(B), then S” is determined by 
(S.‘E)(U)= (.YEE(U);V’VEB, VcU,.sl VE(SE)(V)} 
for any open subset U of X and any E E g(B). 
(1.5) A sequence E’ -+ E + E” in ,P( B) is exact, when for every UE B the 
corresponding sequence of Q,( U)-modules E’( U) + E(U) + E”(U) is 
exact. Similarly, a sequence E’ + E -+ E” in s(B) is exact, when for every 
x E X the sequence of Q,, -modules E’, + E, -+ E”, is exact. Here, the stalk 
E, of s is given by 
With respect to these notions of exactness, the functor fA is exact, whereas 
i, is only left exact. Note also that E(B) and S(B) are Grothendieck 
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categories and that gB: _P(B) -+ S(B) may be viewed as a reflector, thus 
making S(B) into a stricl Giraud subcategory of p(B). - 
(1.6) We will need the full subcategory Q(B) of s(B), consisting of all 
quasicoherent sheaves of QX-modules on B. Here, a sheaf of &-modules 
E on B is said to be quusicohrrenr if and only if every x E X possesses an 
open neighborhood UE B, such that for some index sets I, J, there exists 
an exact sequence of the form 
If B = Open(X), we again write Q(X) instead of Q(B). 
It is clear that Q(B) and Q(X) correspond to each other through the = = 
equivalences res, and extx. In particular, it thus follows that if R is a 
commutative ring, then a sheaf of R-modules on a basis for the Zariski 
topology on Spec(R) is quasicoherent if and only if it is of the form fi ) B 
for some ME R-mod. Of course, as usually, fi is the quasicoherent sheaf 
on Spec(R), canonically associated to the R-module M, cf. lot. cit. 
2. TORSION 
(2.1) Let P(B) denote one of the categories introduced in the first sec- 
tion. We call a functor T in g(B) an idempotent kernel functor (or torsion 
radical) if T is a left exact subfunctor of the identity, such that T(E/TE) = 0 
for every E in g(B). If T is an idempotent kernel functor in g(B), then we 
call T locul if for every U E B and every F, GE D(B) with F I U = G 1 U, we 
have TF 1 U = TG / U. We call T strongly lo&if for every U E B and every 
F, GEM with F(U)= G(U), we have (TF)(U)= (TG)(U). If T is an 
idempotent kernel functor in p(X), then we call T strongly local on B if for 
every I/ E B and every F, GE p(X) with F(U) = G(U), we have (TF)( U) = 
(TG)(W 
It is clear that if p(X) is one of the categories z(X) or Q(X), then idem- 
potent kernel functors in p(X) which are strongly local % B correspond 
bijectively to strongly local idempotent kernel functors in g(B). 
It is also clear that every idempotent kernel functor which is strongly 
local, is also local. On the other hand, if (X, Q,) is a scheme and if we 
denote by Aff(X) its set of afline open subsets, then every local idempotent 
kernel functor in Q(Aff(X)) is also strongly local. Indeed, if F and G belong 
to Q(Aff(X)) an> F(U) = G( U) for some U= Spec(R)c Aff(X), then zz 
FI U=F(U) resp. G( U=GT), so F1 U=Gj U. Hence (TF)I U= 
(TG) 1 U and in particular (TF)( U) = (TG)( U), indeed. 
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(2.2) As an example, consider a generically closed subset Y of the 
topological space X, i.e., with the property that if x E X and if some y E Y 
belongs to the closure of .Y, then .Y E Y. If Z = X- Y, then we may associate 
to it the idempotent kernel functor I’, in _P(X) defined by putting for every 
E E p(X) and any open 0’ 
(f’,E)(U)= j.s~E(U);.s 1 Yn U=O}. 
Here s 1 Y n U is the image of .v under the canonical map F(U) + lim F( V), 
where V runs through the open subsets of X (in a basis B if F belongs to 
p(B)!) containing I/n Y. It is easy to see that r/ is a local idempotent ker- 
nel functor in f(X), inducing an idempotent kernel functor in ,S(X), which 
coincides with the one defined in [12]. On the other hand, r/ is not 
strongly local, in general. Indeed, recall the following example, cf. [ 11. Let 
X= R and Z= (O), and endow X with the constant sheaf Z. Choose F= Z 
and let G be the skyscraper sheaf with support (0) and fibre & i.e., 
G( Uj = L or { 0}, depending on whether U does or does not contain 0 E R. 
Clearly F(X)=G(X)=Z, but (f,F)(X)= (O), whereas (T,G)(X)=z. 
(2.3) If T is a local idempotent kernel functor in f(B), then T induces 
for every UE B an idempotent kernel functor T 1 U in fJB 1 U, Q,k 1 Cl))- 
where B 1 U = { VE B; Vc U) as follows. Let M be a presheaf in e( B / U) 
and choose a presheaf NE ,P( B) with N I U = M, e.g., the extension of M by 
zero. Then we put (T I U)M = (TN) 1 U. Since T is local, T / U is well- 
defined and easily checked to be an idempotent kernel functor, indeed. 
Similarly, every strongly local idempotent kernel functor T in _P(B) 
induces for every UE B an idempotent kernel functor T(U) in Q,( U)-mod, 
the category of Q,r( U)-modules. 
Conversely, the collection ( T(U); U E B} completely determines T, since 
(TE)(U)=T(U)E(U)forevery (i~BandE~f(B). 
Actually, there is a one-to-one correspondence between strongly local 
idempotent kernel functors in E(B) and families ( T,,; U E B} of idempotent 
kernel functors T,, in _O,,( U)-mod satisfying (res:), T,; < T,,, for every 
UIP’ in B. Here res~;:O*(U)-,O,~(V):s~sl V is the restriction 
morphism and (-)* is the induction functor for idempotent kernel 
functors, i.e., (res F), (T,,)(M) = TJ Il M) for every ME Q,( V)-mod, where 
,.M is M viewed as an Q,( U)-module through res k:. 
It follows in particular that every strongly local idempotent kernel 
functor in _P(X) restricts to E(B), in the obvious way. 
Let us call an idempotent kernel functor T in p(X) contructihle on a 
basis B if for every U E B and every FE _P(X) we have ( TF),; = T(F,.), 
where F,,( V) = F( U n V) for every open subset V of X. If B = open(X), 
then we just say that T is contractible. The proof of the following result is 
similar to 11.5, 6.1 I]: 
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(2.4) PROPOSITION. If T is N strongl?~ lad i&wpotmt kerrwl ,firnctor in 
p(X), tlw the f‘ollmz~ing usscrtinrls me ~~quid~w t: - 
(2.4.1 ) T is conttwtihlr on B. 
(2.4.2) (res: )* T((:)= T( V),fhr ~RJ~J’ II1 V in B. 
More generally, if T is a strongly local idempotent kernel functor in 
,P( B). then we call T conttwtihk if (2.4.2) holds. 
(2.5) If T is a strongly local idempotent kernel functor in f(B), then we 
say that T has ,fi’nite type if T( c’) has finite type in Q,, (C:)-mod for any 
CUE B, i.e., if the Gabriel topology associated to T(C) has a basis of finitely 
generated 0 Y( U)-ideals. 
We call T geonwtrk if it is strongly local, contractible and of finite type. 
If T is a strongly local idempotent kernel functor in f(X), then we say that 
T has finite t>xpr on B, if T( C;) has finite type in Q, (C’)-mod for any PIE B. 
If T is strongly local, contractible and of finite type on B, then we call T 
gcwm~tric on B. 
(2.6) PROPOSITION. Let T hr N strongI?,, contractihlc irktwqmttwt kt~rncl 
fktor in f(B), ~thcrc B ‘: 15 LI 1 mis of’ rlurr.sic,onipuc,t optw .sut~.wt.v of’ X. tiirn 
(2.61 ) T is inner in s(B): 
(3.6.2) if’ T is pwwtric, th TL.,j = L, T. 
Proof: Let L’ be an open subset of X belonging to B and let U = 
( c: , , . . . . C:,, ) be an open covering of (! in B. For any E E p( B), one defines 
H”(U. E) through the exact sequence 
O+ H"(U, E)+ @ E(C',)+ @ n E(V). 
I i., Ir l,r-1, 
Applying T(U) yields 
O+T(b’)H”(U.E)+@ T(C’)E(C;,)+@ nT(L’)E(V), 
I r., I 
since T( c’) commutes with finite sums and since T(c’) n,. E(V) c 
n, T( C:) E( V). Since T is contractible, this reduces to 
0 + T( c’) H”(U. E) + 0 (TE)( L’,) + @ n (TE)( 0 
‘., I 
so T( CT) H”( U. E) = H”( U. TE). 
Now, a presheaf FE_P( B) is a sheaf if and only if H”(U, F) = F( CT) for 
all U E B and all open coverings U of U in B, and since every such 0’ is 
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quasicompact by assumption, it suffices to check this for finite coverings 
only. So, let E be a sheaf and U a finite covering of U. then (TE)( U) = 
T( I/;) E( 0’) = T( CI) H”(U, E) = H”(U, TE), by the foregoing discussion, 
hence TE is a sheaf, indeed. 
On the other hand, assume T to be geometric and let EE_P(B). Since 
every covering U of lip B by open subsets in B may be refined to a finite 
one, we find that (L,E)( I/;) = lb H”(U, E), where U runs through the 
finite open coverings of C. Hence, ( TL,j E)( L’) = T(U) lir~ H”( U, E) = 
lir~ T(U) H”(U, E) = b H”( U, TE) = (L,] TE)( (/‘). since it is well-known 
that idempotent kernel functors of finite type commute with inductive 
limits, cf. [I I]. This proves the assertion. 1 
Ploc?f: First note that T is left exact in S(B), since the inclusion functor 
i,: .S(B) + _P(B) is left exact. Moreover, if EE S( B), then the quotient of E 
by TE in z(B) is just yn( EjTE) = LJE/TE), since EITE is separated, where 
EiTE is the quotient of E by TE in c(B). So T(r,(E,!TE)) = 
yuT(E.!TE) = 0, and this proves the assertion. 1 
Similarly: 
(2.8) PROPOSITION. Jf’ T is un idcmpotcnt kcwwl ,firncror in E(X), ~~~hic~h 
is geometric~ on u basis of’ yuasicomprrc~ open .suh.st~rs of‘ X, then 7‘ rrstricts 
to un idempottwt kerntll ,finctor in S(X). 
We should also point out the following: 
(2.9 ) COROLI~AR~. lf X is N .sc~iimr, then un~* gtwmctric, idtwportxt krr- 
nrl jiincror in f(Aff( A’)) induces an idtwpotmt krlrnel ,functor in &‘(Aff( X)). 
untl htwr in z(X). 
By abuse of language, we call an idempotent kernel functor in S(B) 
geometric if it “comes from” some geometric idempotent kernel functor in 
,P( B), similarly, for idempotent kernel functors in z(X) which are geometric 
on B. 
(2.10) PROPOSITION. lf‘ X is u sdww. thtw uny gronietric idcwipolrnr 
ktwwl junctor in P(Aff( X)) induces un idempotent kernel ,fincror in 
Q(Aff(W). - 
Proof: One easily reduces the problem to the case X= Spec(R). Let 
EE Q(Aff(X)), then E= fi / Aff(X), for some R-module M. We want to 
show that TE belongs to Q(Aff( X)) as well. Let (T = T(Spec( R)) = T(X), 
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then we claim that TE = a% 1 Aff(X). Indeed, by assumption c has finite 
type in R-mod, so. if X, c Spec(R) is affine, then (7’E)(X, ) = 
T(X,)E(X,)=T(X,)(M,)=T(X)(M,)=a(M,)=(aM),, as one easily 
checks, using the contractibility of T. This proves the assertion, since 
IX, ;f’~ R), is a subbasis of Aff(X), for X= Spec( R). 1 
In a similar way, one may prove: 
(2.1 1 ) PROPOSITION. !/’ B is a basis of quasicompact open .&sets of thr 
scheme X, then an)* geometric idempotmt kernel ftmctor in p(B) induces an 
idempotent kernel ,fimctor in Q(B). 1 
On the other hand, we also have: 
(2.12) PROPOSITION. Let X he N locally noetherian .rcheme, then ewr? 
locul idempotent kenwl,fimctor T in Q( Aff(X)) e.utend,.v to a geometric idem- 
potent kctxel functor in ,P( Aff( X)). = 
Proqf: Let UC X be an open aftine subset of X and let i, : U + X 
denote the canonical inclusion. If M is an Qx(U)-module, then k is a 
quasicoherent sheaf of 0, 1 U-modules, so the hypotheses imply that 
i,. * 6i is a quasicoherent sheaf of Q,,-modules. Moreover, the functor 
il,,*r;:Q,(l’)-mod-+g(X) IS well-known to be exact and to commute 
with direct sums. We define a functor T,. in &( U)-mod by putting 
T, M = T( i,,, * fi)( U) for every Q,, ( U)-module M. In fact, since T is local, 
hence strongly local in Q(Aff(X)). cf. (2.1), clearly T, M = (TE)( U) for any 
quasicoherent sheaf of 0 Y-modules E extending fi on U. From the exact- 
5, 
ness properties of T, i, *. and (-) it follows that T, is a left exact 
subfunctor of the identity in Q,( l/)-mod. Moreover, since T, A4 = 
T(i r.,lq)(U)= T(i,,, I!?‘) 1 i3’, clearly Mz=(i,,*ii?/T(i,,,,g))) b’, so 
T, (M’T,.M)= T(i,,*.a,‘T(i (‘. + I@))( U) = 0, for any M E Q,,.( Z/)-mod, so 
T, is an idempotent kernel functor in Q y( (/)-mod. 
Now. if if: I’+U is an inclusion of afline open subsets and if 
res: : Q ,,( LT) -+ 0, ( V) is the associated restriction map, then for any M in 
--- 
0 I ( CT)-mod, we have i, * fi = i,., * (res’,:), M. So, (resi )* T,.= T,.. The 
family : T, ; UE Aff( X)) thus defines a strongly local contractible idempo- 
tent kernel functor in p(Aff(X)), which coincides with T on $3( Aff(X)). 
Moreover, since this extension has finite type (since X is locally 
noetherian). this yields the desired extension, 1 
(2.13 ) COROLLARY. Let X be u locc~lly noetheriun scheme, then there is 
II one-to-one correspondence het,veen geometric idempotent kernel,functor.v in 
p( Aff( A’)) and local idempotent kernel fimctors in Q( Aff( X)). = 
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Pro@: By (2.10) any geometric idempotent kernel functor T in 
P(Aff(X)) induces an idempotent kernel functor T, in Q(Aff(X)). On the zz 
other hand, any local idempotent kernel functor Tin Q(Aff(X)) extends to = 
a geometric idempotent kernel functor Tp in f(Aff(X)). We already know 
that (Tp),,= T for any T in Q(Aff(X)). On the other hand, let T’, T” be 
geometric idempotent kerne; functors in E(Aff(X)) with T:, = T,:. If 
UE Aff(X) and M is an Q r. (L/)-module. pick E quasicoherent on X with 
El U= fi. Then T’( b’)(M) = (T’E)( L’) = (T”E)( Lf) = T”(U)(M), since T’ 
and T” coincide on quasicoherent sheaves. so T’= T”. In particular, since 
(( Tc,)i’)y = T,,. it follows that (T,)” = T for all geometric idempotent kernel 
functors in P(Aff(X)). This proves the assertion. 1 
(2.14) PROPOSITION. Let X he (I lo~dl~~ noetlwriun dwtw utd T II 
gtwmtri~~ idrwpotrt~~ kernrl,firncror in &‘( Aff( X)). then flterc c.ui.vt.s (Iuniyuc 
gtvwtYcwl1~~ c~lost~cl .shc~t Y c!f’ X \t,itlt cwt77plrtmwt Z = X ~ Y, ruth tluif 
T / &WY)) = I‘, I Q(Aff(X)). - 
Ptmf. For each open afline subset l:= Spec( R) of X. where 
R = 0, (cl), the idempotent kernel functor T induces an idempotent kernel 
functor T( l:) in R-mod. Since R is noetherian, T( C:) is completely deter- 
mined by 
Y(U)= IpESpec(R): T(C;)(R!p)=O); 
i.e., M is T( Cl)-torsion if and only if M,, =0 for all ,DE Y( (i). Let 
Y = U ( Y( U); C; E Aff(X) ). then Y is a generically closed subset of X. Let 
Z(U) = CT- Y( CT) and Z = n [ Z( C:): ATE Aff(X) ) = X - Y, then we claim 
that T and f, coincide on Q(Aff(X)). Indeed. if E is quasicoherent on X 
and CT = Spec( R) is chosen a: before then (TE)( C:) = T( c’) E(U). and TE is 
quasicoherent by (2.10), hence TE 1 Cy= TEi’). On the other hand. 
from [ 171 we derive that TG’) = I‘,,, , Ez’) = I‘,,( ,( E / 5) = 
(/‘,E) 1 I:, and this proves the assertion (since the uniqueness of Y or Z is 
evident! ). 
(2.15) Note. It does not follow from (2.13) and (2.14) that the above T 
is of the form I‘, on [(Aff(X)) or S(Aff(X)). Indeed, in general the idempo- 
tent kernel functor fr is not strongly local in P(Aff(X))! 
3. LOCAL COHOMOLWY AND LOC‘ALIZATION 
(3.1) The category P(B) is a Grothendieck category for any basis B, so 
in particular, as in [ 11, 151, we may associate to any idempotent kernel 
functor T in p(B) a localization functor Q,. It is defined for each E E f( B) 
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as follows: let F be an injective hull in f(B) of E‘ = E/TE and let 7~: F + F/E 
be the quotient map, then we put QrE= T[ ‘( T(F/E)). The presheaf Q,-E 
is T-closed in the sense that for any T-isomorphism ,f’: P + Q in P(B), i.e., 
with T-torsion kernel and cokernel, the induced map Hom(Q, Q ,.E) + 
Hom(P, Q, E) is bijective. In fact, the obvious map ,j!:: E + Ql E is a 
T-isomorfihism itself, and one may characterize Q,, up to isomorphism. by 
the fact that E’= QrE yields the unique T-isomorphism E + E’, where E’ 
is T-closed. From this it follows easily, e.g., that Q, is left exact and that 
E E &‘( B) is T-torsion if and only if Q, E = 0. Of course, similar definitions 
and statements remain valid in S(B). 
Now, let T be strongly local and contractible in E(B), then T yields for 
any IE B an idempotent kernel functor T(G) in Q, (C)-mod, with 
associated localization functor Q,,( ,( ~ ). One easily checks that 
(Q,.E)(U)=Q,,,,E(U) for any EEL(B). 
Proof: If EE s( B), then we already know that TEc S(B) by (2.6), 
hence the quotient presheaf EiTE is separated. In particular, applying the 
general theory of Giraud subcategories to $‘(B) c!(B), it follows that the 
injective hull of E/TE in f(B) is separated,?.e., torsion free with respect to 
the reflector gB, since E:TE is. So, Q, E is also a separated presheaf, as a 
subpresheaf of this injective hull. We now argue as before. Start from an 
arbitrary C;E B. then we want to verify (1.2.2) for any covering of U by 
open subsets in B. Since Q I E is separated, one easily reduces to a finite 
covering, say { CT,, . . . . U,,). So, let .x, belong to Q,.,( ,,E( C,). with s, 1 C’= 
.v, / V for all Vc U,n C, in B. then we want to find some .YE Qrcc ,E( U) 
with s 1 C:, = s, for all i. For each I 6 i. ,j d n. we know that U, n c’, is still 
quasicompact (since the c’, are noetherian!), so we may pick a finite cover 
W,, of U, n U, by open subsets in B. Clearly s, 1 V= s, 1 1’ for all VE W,, is 
equivalent to this property holding for ~111 I’c U, n C:, in B, since Q, E is 
separated. Since E is a sheaf on B. the following sequence is exact: 
O+E(U)+@ E(CY+@ @ E(V). 
, I. i I i H’.: 
which yields 
O+Q ,,I F(U) + 0 Q I(( ,-QUO+ 0 0 Qr,c ,E(V 
/ I. i I t M., 
since Qnc,, commutes with direct sums. Moreover, general localization 
theory in module categories yields that QTcc,,E( Ci,) = Qrcl ,,E( (i,) resp. 
Qr,cF(V)=Q r( ,,,E( V). Indeed, if ,f‘: R + S is a ring morphism and c an 
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idempotent kernel functor in R-mod, with induced idempotent kernel 
functor ,/*u in S-mod, then Q,( RM) = ,(Q,,,(M) for any ME R-mod; so 
the contractibility of T yields the assertion. The exact sequence we thus 
obtain, immediately implies the existence of the desired s E Q,,, )E( G). 1 
Notr. The foregoing result also holds if we just assume B to consist of 
quasicompact open subsets, such that for all CT. I/E B the intersection 
C’n V is still quasicompact. 
Let us call (A’, Q Y) (or just X) rzorfhrriun on B if B is a basis of 
noetherian open subsets of X such that 0, (U) is a noetherian (com- 
mutative) ring for all UE B. 
We then have: 
Proof: This is a slight modification of the foregoing proof, using the 
methods in (2.6). once one remarks that Qr,(,) commutes with inductive 
limits (since Q ‘i (U) is noethcrian), a result which has been proved in [ 1 I]. 
for example. 1 
If X is noetherian on B, then any local and contractible (hence 
geometric!) idempotent kernel functor T in f(B) induces an idempotent 
kernel functor T, in S(B). Denote by Q’, the localization functor at T, in 
g(B). Then: 
(3.4) COROLLARY. lf’ X is nwthrrian on B. then fbr un~’ .shruf E E .S( B) 
\I’P huw Q I E = Q ‘I E. 
ProoJI It suffices to check that the localization map j,: E + QI E is a 
T,-isomorphism in S(B) and that Q I E is T,-closed. Since the inclusion 
i,: ,S( B) -f’(B) is left exact, we get an exact sequence in S(B) of the form - 
0~ TE= T,E- EL Q,E- K- 0. 
We have to check that K is T-torsion. Let i? = gLI( EjTE), then of course 
QtE=y.Q,E=y,Q,(E;‘TE)=Qt(yLI(E:TE))=Q,E. 
since E,‘TE is separated. Moreover, E IS a T-torsion free presheaf, since 
TE= Te,(E/TE) = qtrT(E/TE) = 0. So, there is an exact sequence of 
presheaves 
where L is separated (since J!? and Q,E‘ are sheaves!) and T-torsion. 
Finally, TK = Tg8L = 61~ TL = Y[~ L = K. which proves the assertion. i 
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In particular, we thus find for any locally noetherian scheme, any 
geometric idempotent kernel functor T in P(Aff(X)) and any sheaf of 
Q ,--modules E on Aff(X), that e-l E = Q’, E. 
(3.5) If X is a locally noetherian scheme, then it is well-known [9] that 
the injective hull of a quasicoherent sheaf of _O,-modules is still 
quasicoherent. In particular. the category Q(X) then has enough injectives. 
So, if T is an idempotent kernel functo? in Q(X), we may define the 
localization functor Q, with respect to T in Q(f), in exactly the same way 
as we did previously for z(X). 
If T is a geometric idempotent kernel functor in f(Aff(X)), then it 
induces an idempotent kernel functor T, in Q(Aff(X)) (hence in Q(X)!) and 
we denote by Q’; the associated localization= functor in e(Aff($). 
(3.6) PROPOSITION. Let X hc) II locall~~ noetherimn scheme und T u 
g:rometric idempotent kerrlel jiinctor in ,P( Aff( A’)), thrn ,for any, quusicoherent 
.sheqf of’ Q y-nzodu1e.s E OII Aff( X), 1z.e hcrue Q ,.E = Q$ E. 
Proof: This follows immediately from the fact that Q, and Q 1 coincide 
on sheaves and that Q; and Q; are calculated by the same formula, when 
restricted to quasicoherent sheaves, in view of the above remarks about 
injective hulls. 1 
Of course, the foregoing remains valid over any basis B, but in the sequel 
we stick to B = Aff(X) to avoid technicalities and leave details to the 
reader. 
(3.7) With conventions as in (2.1), let T be an idempotent kernel functor 
in g(Aff(X)), then we define the local cohomology sheaves of EE g(Aff(X)) 
with respect to T by H; E = (R’T) E. If T is a geometric idempotent kernel 
functor in P(Aff(X)), then we put H;1‘= Hi\ resp. H’;“= H;<,. We want to 
relate the functors Hi., Hf‘, and H;1”. 
As a first result, one easily verifies that H’;‘ = gATT, Y, H’,. and that H’;‘ and 
H’, do not coincide on sheaves, in general. 
From now on, we assume throughout X to be a locally noetherian 
scheme and T to be a geometric (or strongly local and compatible!) idem- 
potent kernel functor in E(Aff(X)). 
Let us start with the following: 
(3.8 ) LEMMA. For cm)’ presheqf‘ E E [( Aff( A’)), un)’ positive integer i, and 
un~‘ @ne open subset c’ of X, NV huw (H’,.E)( U) = H’,,,.,E( CJ). 
Proof: Since the result is trivial for i = 0, it suffices to prove it for i = 1, 
for then the general case follows by dkvissage. Now. if E belongs to 
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,P( Aff(X)), then we may calculate H: E by choosing an injcctive 
F~f(Aff(x)) containing E. which then yields an exact sequence 
O- TE+ TF+ T(F:E)-t H;E-,O. 
Similarly. H j,, ,E( L:) is given by the exact sequence of Q V( U)-modules 
O+ T(U) E(b)+ T(C’)l+ T(U)(I;E(C~))+ Hi,, ,E(C’)+O. 
where I is an injective Q %-( I/‘)-module. containing E(U). But, one easily 
checks that F(U) is injective in Q,I (U)-mod, if F is injective in [(Aff(X)). 
so the result follows. 1 
Proc$ If E is quasicoherent, then by [9], we may find an injective 
resolution F’ of E in s(X), where each F’ is quasicoherent. Since this injec- 
tive resolution may be used to calculate both H’;’ and H’;“, this proves the 
assertion. 1 
(3. IO) PROPOSITION. Untkr rhc .stunt~ N.s.s~~~~~p~io~~.s, fbr c/n?’ oprn uffk 
.suhsrr L’ of‘ X. 1hcr.c uw crrnonitwl i.son1orplli.snl.s (H ‘; ‘E)( C;) = H’,, ~ ,E( U). 
Proqf: If F’ is a quasicoherent injectivc resolution of E in ,S(Aff(X)), 
then F’( U) is a resolution of E(U) in Q Y( U)-mod. since H’( U, f’) = 0 for 
any i > 0 and any ,j. in view of Serre’s theorem [lo]. Moreover, since each 
F’ is injective in S(Aff(X)), clearly F’ 1 C: is injective in S(Aff(U)), and 
since F’ / II is also quasicoherent, it follows that F’(U) is injective in 
Q,,.( iY)-mod. So, F’(U) is an injective resolution of E(U) and from this the 
result follows easily. 1 
(3. I 1 ) PROPOSITION. For un~’ quusicohtwnt sheu/‘ of Q y-mociule.s E o11 
Aff(X) und anon positive inttytw i, there is N canonicaI isomorphism H’, E = 
H’S‘E. 
Proof: This follows immediately from (3.8) and (3.10). 1 
(3.12) Noit>. Since every T(U) is stable, cf. [II 1. the ring Q,.( 5) being 
noetherian, it follows that for any EE Q(Aff(X)). we have an exact 
sequence 
in P(Aff(X)) or ,$(Aff(X)). 
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(3.13) Note. Recall that the functor I’,, where Z is the complement of 
some generically closed subset Y of the (locally noetherian) scheme X is 
strongly local or, equivalently, local in Q(Aff(X)). Let us denote by H; its 
derived functors in S(Aff(X)). Write Y( 0) = Y n I/; for any open afline sub- 
set CT = Spec( R) of X and denote by H’,., c) the local cohomology functors 
R’c,,, , in ,R-mod, where g ), c ,, is the idempotent kernel functor associated 
to Y(C). The foregoing results then yield that (i) H>E is quasicoherent for 
all i30, if E is; and (ii) (Hj,E)(b’)=H;.,, ,E(U), hence H>E 1 U= 
~?zc!). We thus recover resp. generalize results in [7, 12. 171. 
On the other hand, let Tr / denote the functor in ,S(Aff( X)) which 
associates to any sheaf E the quotient sheaf gAlrr.\)( f \ E,‘I‘,E) = 
L,,,( E:I‘, E) and denote by H’, z its derived functors in S(Aff(X)). cf, [ 121. 
Since f,y /I is not necessarily left exact, we do not have rV / = Hy , in 
general. In fact, we put Cl, , = H 1’ / Hy , and call this the closure operator 
with respect to Z. It fits in an exact sequence 
One may prove, cf. [ 11, 161 that Cl, / is the localization functor in 
$(Aff(X)), associated to I‘/. It thus follows for any quasicoherent sheaf E 
that Cl \ /E is quasicoherent too, and that for any affine open subset c’ of 
X we have (Clx J?)(C) = Q y(I ,E( U). where Q ).,( ) is the localization 
functor associated to (T ),( ,. We thus recover the results in [ 171, at least in 
the noetherian case. 
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